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2002 lexus es300 headlight replacement

Displaying the following type(s) of replacement lighting options: Composite Headlights HID Headlights Composite Headlights Standard: 01007 Call to Order Long Life: 74LED Call to Order Long Life: 9005SWTX Call to Order Long Life: H755SWTX Call to Order Long Life: DE3175LED $11.49 HID Headlights Standard: 01007 Call to Order Long Life:
74LED Call to Order Long Life: 9005SWTX Call to Order Long Life: H755SWTX Call to Order Long Life: DE3175LED $11.49 1. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair 2. Open the Hood - How to pop the hood and prop it open 3. Remove Bulb - Steps to remove a burnt out bulb 4. Helpful Hints - How to find replacement bulb type and other hints What
would you like your bulbs to do? See Clearer Upgrade To LED HID Style Upgrade your fog lights to LED with a direct install option that will connect easily to your car’s existing bulb housing. Sylvania has an option with aviation grade aluminum body and a turbo cooled fan. Check out Sylvania LEDs. Consider a bulb like the zXe with a proprietary
Xenon gas mixture to match the white light of HID lights for the brightest headlight and added clarity. More information on zXe bulbs. 5. Replace Bulb - Procedures to replace the new bulb 6. More Info. - Additional information on headlights Share on
David Hobbs helped make these videos Feedback Download Lexus owners manuals The video
above shows you to replace the headlight in your 2002 Lexus ES300. Headlights grow dimmer by up to 20% over time and eventually burn out - for this reason, we recommend changing your headlights in pairs. Changing both headlight bulbs on your ES300 at the same time will allow both bulbs to have the same intensity and prevent the new
headlight bulb from appearing brighter than the bulb on the opposite side. In some Lexuss, the highbeam is the same bulb as the headlight and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they are the same bulb (and vise versa). Some Lexuss have high intensity discharge headlights, sometimes referred to as xenon
lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through them, even if the battery is disconnected. If your ES300 has this type of bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt to change it yourself.When you change the headlight on your ES300, it is important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your
fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Advance Auto coupon for20% off entire order: KIOSK20 Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Getty Images No matter what the make or model your vehicle is, it is inevitable that you will have to replace a headlight bulb at one point or another. The 2002
Lexus ES200 is no different. Even if you have never worked on a vehicle before, you can easily change the headlight bulb in your 2002 Lexus ES300. Open the hood of the car and remove the plastic panel that protects the headlight assembly from water and dirt. Then unfasten the bolts that hold the headlight assembly to the car body, using a small
wrench. Pull out the plastic bulb socket from the main assembly: Just give the screwdriver a quarter turn to the left and you can pull the socket away from the main assembly. Pull out the old bulb and replace it with the new one. Wear gloves; if oil from your fingers gets on the bulb it will fail prematurely. Just put the bulb into the socket assembly and
make sure it is securely in place. Then introduce the bulb socket set into the main assembly and lock it in. Follow the Step 1 instructions in reverse to put everything back in its place. Other ES300 models available: Highest Quality Parts Fast Shipping 60-Day Return Policy No Restocking Fees Limited Lifetime Warranty No Cancellation Fees Part Info
Our guarantees Product Certifications Part Info Every light complies with U.S. Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS-108) OEM design, guaranteed to fit just like original equipment ISTA certified packaging to eliminate shipping damage Direct bolt-on design - easy & convenient installation All lights are brand new aftermarket products Meets and
exceeds OEM specifications All lights are DOT/SAE certified VTF (Vehicle Test Fit) Our guarantees Product Certifications No-Hassle Returns Live Representatives DOT/SAE Certified Limited Lifetime Warranty Most Orders Shipped Priority Mail Distribution Centers in NJ, GA, NV 2048-Bit SSL Encrypted Norton Verified & Secure
Photos.com/Photos.com/Getty Images The Lexus GS300 is a midsized luxury sports sedan made by the Lexus arm of Toyota. While the vehicle is designed with a good fit and finish, the components are not indestructible. If the headlight on your Lexus GS300 needs to be replaced, you can purchase replacement parts from a Lexus dealer or from most
auto parts stores. Unlike most vehicles, it is not obvious just by looking at it how to remove the headlight, so you will need to know the proper procedure to avoid damaging the headlight assembly. Loosen the lug nuts on the front wheels. Only turn the lug nuts a quarter-turn counterclockwise. Jack up the Lexus GS 300 using the front jack point
behind the radiator. Place jack stands under the pinch welds of the GS300 and lower the vehicle onto the stands. Finish removing the lug nuts using a tire wrench and pull the wheels off the wheel hub. Remove the plastic retainers that hold the inner wheel liner in place. Pull the wheel liner down. Remove the two 10 millimeter bolts that hold the
headlight housing in place. Slide the headlight housing forward toward the front of the vehicle. Unplug the power connector running to the headlight ballast. Turn the headlight bulb counterclockwise and pull it out of the housing. Remove the housing from the Lexus GS 300. Jupiterimages/Comstock/Getty Images The serpentine belt on the Lexus
ES300 is one complete belt that routes around all of the pulleys on the front of the engine.The serpentine belt controls all of the front engine accessories. The Lexus ES300 serpentine belt has ribs on the inside of the belt that travel inside the grooves on the pulleys. Once the serpentine belt starts to crack, it will need to be replaced. Open the hood on
the Lexus ES300 and look for the serpentine belt routing diagram. The diagram on the Lexus ES300 will show the serpentine belt being routed around all of the front pulleys. Use this diagram when routing the new serpentine belt around the pulleys. If you cant locate the serpentine belt routing diagram, take a pen and notepad and draw the exact
routing diagram of the old serpentine belt. Locate the serpentine belt tensioner on the front of the engine. The tensioner on the Lexus ES300 is located in the center of the engine. The tensioner has a pulley on one end that the serpentine belt is routed around and a spring-loaded arm on the other end. There is a 15mm bolt head in the center of the
tensioner. You will rotate the tensioner from the 15mm bolt head. Turn the tensioner counterclockwise with the 1/2-inch drive pull bar and the 15mm socket. Slide the serpentine belt off the tensioner pulley with your other hand. Release the tensioner. Slide the belt off the remaining pulleys and remove the belt from the engine compartment. Slide the
new serpentine belt into the engine compartment and route the belt around the crankshaft pulley first. The crankshaft pulley is the big pulley on the bottom of the engine. Route the new belt around the remaining pulleys as directed by the serpentine belt routing diagram. Leave the tensioner pulley for last. Turn the tensioner counterclockwise with
the ratchet and 15mm socket again. Slide the new belt over the top of the tensioner pulley and into the inside of the tensioner pulley. Release the tensioner and it will tighten the belt. Inspect the new serpentine belt to make sure that it is inside all of the pulleys. Start the Lexus ES300 and inspect the belt again to ensure that it stays inside all of the
pulleys while the engine is running.
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